PRE-SCHOOL DATA SHEET
NEW CANAAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
EAST, SOUTH AND WEST SCHOOLS

Name of Pre-School: ____________________________________________

From Parent: I give my permission for you to complete this informational data sheet.

Child’s name: _____________________________ Birth Date: ______________

*Parents: Please sign and give to your preschool teacher.

Signature: _____________________________ Date: ______________________

Dear Pre-School Teacher(s),
To help us understand the above mentioned child better, please check all that apply under each indicator. Feel free to add additional information as necessary.

1. Social/Interactive Skills
   ____ works cooperatively   ____ exhibits self-control   ____ share with friends
   ____ is self-directed   ____ can solve conflicts   ____ is respectful
   ____ benefits from teacher assistance   ____ plays with a variety of friends

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

2. Learning Behaviors
   ____ can sit for 5 minutes or more   ____ stays on task   ____ follows direction
   ____ takes turns sharing information   ____ listens   ____ raises hand
   ____ competes takes independently   ____ tries hard

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

3. Readiness Skills
   ____ age appropriate fine motor skills   ____ can manipulate scissors   ____ correct pencil grip
   ____ can trace

Additional Information: ____________________________________________

________________________________________

4. Areas of strength for this child are:

5. Areas for growth for this child are:

Please add any other comments that would be helpful in planning this child's kindergarten program, for example: (instructional/behavioral strategies, special circumstances/concerns). Please be as specific as possible to aid the kindergarten teachers in placement and class balancing.